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GEMAT

Byrd Station: Operations have settled down to a routine. Weekly lectures
are being given on various aspects of the science program.

IallettSttion: A brief ceremony was held on the occasion of the last
sunset on May lkth, and station flags were struck.

On May 17th a minor fire occurred in the utility building when sparks
from the grinder landed in dry timbers under the flooring. Portions of the
floor were removed and the fire was brought under control within 10 minutes
with damage only to the portion of the floor removed. As with the previous
fire in the aurora tower, the biggest obstacle to effective control was the
excessive smoke.

McI4urdo Station: Hurricane winds with a peak gust of 97 miles per hour
were measured at the station on May 28. The recently installed Grasshopper
meteorological station at the rocket tracking site near Black Island recorded
127 miles per hour during the same period. USARP buildings suffered minor
damage.

Insulation of the roof of the USARP warehouse has been completed and work
on the walls has been started. The marine biology site off Cape Armitage was
moved several hundred yards to the northeast to separate it from large drifts
built during the last storm. Renovation of the biological laboratory continues.

An inventory of field equipment and resupply requests have been completed.

Wilkes Station: Building maintenance has proceeded well though much effort
has been diverted to keep the exits clear of drifting snow. Several Jet heaters
were dismantled and cleaned. The preparation of vehicles and equipment for the
planned traverse to Vostok in the 1962-63 summer continues.

BIOLOGY

Ellsworth Station (March) (Argentine Program): On the 16th of March, nine
plates with Czapek-Dox nutrient were exposed, six showing positive results.
Later in the month six more dishes were exposed with five giving positive re-
sults.

The following birds were observed: Pagodroia nivea (snow petrel), k;
C8tharacta s. (skua), 1; ADtoptes forsteri (emperor penguin), 11.
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Four Orcinus orca (killer whale) were seen.

Hallett Station: A group of ten emperor penguins were seen on May ].kth.

University f California. Berkeley - Two new species of rotifers
were located in the McMurdo area though identification has not yet been pos.
sible. Experiments to test the suitability of an antibiotic solution of pen-

icillin and streptomycin were worked on culture of liabrotrocha consticta and
Macrotrachela habita with promising results • Results of cultivating these
rotifers in a monoxenic environment are pending.

Stanford Unive8it - Acclimatization and metabolism measurements were
performed on the following fish collections.

Number
	

Name
	

Depth of Water

25
25
30
17

Tre -matomus bernacchii
Tremtomus bernacehii.
Trematomus hnsoni
rematomus loejinberi

25 in.
270 in.

540. m,270 in.
540 in.

Wilkes Station (Australian Program): In the bacteriology experiment,
twenty-three samples from human throats, 36 from the digestive system of 12
seals, and 3 from giant petrels were processed and classified.

GLACIOLOGY

Birrd Station: The average net change of the snow surface from March 27
to May 25 as measured on 27 stakes was +5.1 cm.

Ellsworth Station (March) (Argentine Program): The mean sub-surface tem.

peratures were as follows:
Temperature

	

23	cm	-20.0° C

	

68	 -19.7

	

118	 -18.k

	

188	 -18.3

	

268	 -18.7

	

368	 -19.4

	

468	 -21.3

	

668	 -23.0
1068

	

1868	 -.25.0
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On the 29th of March a group left the station to make a glaciological
reconnaissance of the area between the station and the Gii.ta del Oeste
(Western Rift) located 40 Imi from the station. The purpose of the trip wasto make 5flOW pit studies and astronomic position determinations for calculating
shelf movement.

The average net change of the SflOW surface during March as measured on 48stakes was +4.8

Hallett Slation: The average net change of the snow surface during May
as observed on 15 stakes was +0.4 one

South Pole Sat.on:

U.S. Weather Brea	Precipitation chemistry and snow density
measurements continued. Further experiments were made on cutting thin sec-tions of ice for crystal orientation studies with the Rigsty polaroid stage.
A newly designed drift-snow-particle collecting box was tried with good
results. For photography of drift snow saltation, a special camera support
was erected and aligned in the direction of the prevailing wind. The average
net change of the snow surface as measured on 50 stakes was +3.8 cm.

Wilkes Station: The average net change of the snow surface measured on
33 stakes was +17.0 cm.

METEOROLOGY

U.S. Weather Bureau personnel are stationed at Byrd, Hallett, Pole,
Ellsworth, and Wilkes Stations. At Wilkes and Ellsworth they are assisted by
Australian and Argentine personnel, respectively. U.S. Navy aerological per.
sonnel take the upper air observations at Hallett and McMurdo Stations.

Byrd Station: Forty-seven radiosondes flown during the month reached an
average height of 30 9266 m; 5 radiometersondes reached an average height of
30,722 m. When the retort of the Baker hydrogen generator developed trouble
a spare retort which had been damaged in shipment was tried out, but as this
could not be made to operate properly, the Gill generator was finally put back
into operation. It will be used for the remainder of the winter. Severe
weather has prevented the construction of a platform on the balloon shelter to
assist in the launchings.

Construction of the meteorology office continued. Equipment caches have
been organized at the east end of Building 17.
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El1swort1iStation (MarqhJ $ The average height of 38 radiosondes was
239991 in. The following average temperatures were measured at the indicated
heights:

Level nib.	 Ieizht	 Temi,erature C

	

850
	

1,132
	 .15.3

	500
	

5,001	..35•5
	200
	

11,035	-48.0

	

100
	

15,618
	

-118.1

	

40
	

21,643	-50.0
	20
	

26,272	-47.5
	10
	

31,113
	

-39.0

The average height of the tropopause was 314 nib (8 9158 a) and the average
temperature at that level, -.50080C. Carbon dioxide determinations were made on
the 7th, 14th, 21st and 28th, indicating 0.018 11%, 0.0230%, 0.0203% 9 0.0240%9
respectively.

Hallett Station: The average heights of 50 radiosondes was 219052 a;
6 radiometer-sondes reached an average height of 23,723 in; and the height of one
ozonesonde was 15 91145 a.

The sunswitch and pyranometers were put away on May 14, the date that
sunset occurred. Total ozone measurements with the Dobson spectrometer were
taken on the 22nd and 29th, using the moon as the source of illumination.

McMurdo Station: A tota]. of 32 radiosondes were flown in the month,
reaching an average height of 18076 in.

Texas We stern Cplleze: The fourth and fifth meteorological rockets
were fired on the 12 and 23rd of May. In both firings, failure of the nose
cone to eject properly prohibited accurate temperature and wind measurements.
The peak altitude of No. 4 was 145,000 feet; the peak of the fifth is unknown.
Analysis of the GMD tracking data for the third and fourth firings have been
completed. General improvements to the tracking and launching sites are under
way.

South Pole Station: Fifty-four radiosondes were flown during the month
and reached an average height of 21,301 in. Seven radiometersondes ascended
to an average of 20051 a. A single ozonesonde was made to an undetermined
height. Balloon bursting levels, though considerably lower than in earlier
months, were still better than those of previous years by as much as 1500 a.
Twelve hundred gram balloons were released occasionally to compare their per-
formance with the 600-gram balloons; no improvements were noted.



An increase in surface ozone content was observed by both the chemical
and the chemilumineecent instruments • A total of 51+ observations were taken
during the month with the Dobson spectrophotometer. A scheduled ozoneaoze
was made on the 23rd when the moon was at its highest elevation, and though
it showed the level of maximum concentration to be sharp and low, about
13000 ft., the relatively early balloon burst precluded comparison between
the total ozone amounts as measured by the Dobson and the ozonesonde.

The CO program operated routinely. Several radiation balances were
taken dur!7nj the month during cloudless days. The NRL radiation fallout
Program operations were normal • The infrared hygrometer was operating, but
has not been put into routine use.

Wi 1kes Station: A total of 59 radiosonde flights were made, including
5 radiometereondee; the average height of radiosondes was 27,1185 a, the
radiometereondes, 279853 in. May was the fifth consecutive month of record
radiosonde heights although temperatures below 75 0C aloft caused a decrease
in the bursting heights of balloons. A Pre-way heater was installed in the
GMD dome to improve efficiency of the equipment.

The radiation program proceeded normally though the sunshine switch was
withdrawn from use during the month because of low sun elevation. Decreasing
sunlight and frequent cloud cover interfered with ozone measurements with the
Dobson instrument.

STATION SEISMOLOGY

Byr4Statjon: Seismic recorders were operating on steady 60-cycle power,
supplied through the VLF program equipment. No short-period seismic data was
lost during the month, although several days of long-period data were missed.
Following are the periods of the seismometers:

Benioff vertical	1.1 Sec.
Wjjson-Lajnjson N..S
	

8.8
Wilson-Laxnjson E-W

	
8.0 In

Long period vertical	25.0 I,

Long period EW
	

27.0
Long period NS
	

20.0

Hallett Station: No equipment troubles were encountered. Eighteen
possible earthquakes were recorded.
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South Pole Station: All equipment was operating normally at the end of
the month, although some trouble had been experienced with gear jamming. Dar.
ing May, 140 earthquakes were recorded. Routine recordings, reduction, and
instrument calibration continued.

tIPPER ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS

Byrd Station :

Aurora,- Arctic Institute of North America Good results were ob..
tamed from the sky photometer, the aurora being detected. even under cloudy
conditions when visual detection was difficult or was not possible. An electro-.
cardiograph amplifier and recorder unit, borrowed from the station doctor, has
been successfully adapted to the narrow beam photometer, and as it has a good fre-
quency response up to 180 cps, it will be used to measure the frequency of
rapidly pulsating forms.

Auroral pulsations are being recorded simultaneously with a geo-
magnetic signal, both filtered to pass frequencies between about .02 cps and
10 cps * With this relatively narrow filtering, higher gains are possible on
the recorder.

The auroral spectrometer and the all-sky, cameras operated satis-.
factori:Ly, though both cameras continued to give trouble. Construction of an
enclosure around the heights measurement camera was completed and some good
color photographs were obtained.

It was found that the average daily variation of the electric field
follows the average daily variation of the wind speed very closely. The meas-
ured values for the electric field were frequently over 100 volts/cm with blow-
ing snow, though when the wind was above 30 knots the field often reversed in
direction. No indication of an auroral effect on the electric field has been
found.

Geonianetjsm. Coast and Geodetic Surve y - Preparations to operate
the magnetic recorders on DC power in the event of power failures were com-
pleted. No magnetic data was lost during the month. Normal Z scale values
were reduced and all monthly values were adjusted to new base line and scale
values.

Ionospheric Sondjng 1 National Bureau of Standards - Hourly values
for foF2 were recorded 28 per cent of the time. Blanketing and spread echoes
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obscured 68 per cent of the values, blackout accounting for 4 per cent of the
total. An increase in spread echoes during the month was accompanied by a
large decrease in blackout. The shape of the f072 median curve changed con-
siderably,. th. maximum 4.2 me shifting to about 2200 (local time) with a a*l1
peak occurring at noon and the minimum being 195 *c at 0800. Theaq values were
about 1 me less than in April.

Radio Npi, National Bureau of Standard.s - Wiring was completed
early in the month, and necessary repairs made to the noise recorder which had
developed troubles following the move to the new station. At the and of the
month data was being recorded on four of the eight channels.

On the 24th, winds of 70 mph blew down the antenna. The antenna
ground plane which is mechanically resonant at 4 cps had been gradually de-
teriorating and it was thrown into violent motion with the high winds.

VLF and ELF. Stanford Unjyerity - Unusual whistler types and
whistler-chorus interactions occurred in the month and a few hiss bursts cor-
relating with auroras were recorded early in the month. The magnetic micro.
pulsations program was moderately active during the Special World Interval from
May 1 to May 15 and some aurora, chorus, and micropulsation correlations were
made with correlation between aurora light peaks and magnetic pulsation peaks
sometimes very striking.

The VIZ spectrum has been photographed once per minute with the pan-
oramic spectrum analyzer which provides records of amplitude vs. frequency and
frequency vs • time • The only trouble with this equipment occurred when some
data was taken at the wrong time because of an intermittent error in a simplex
programmer. Very little data has been taken on the second panoramic analyzer
because of a noise problem from hum and generators which have not been com-
pletely eliminated.

Ellsworth Station -(March):

Aurora Arctic Institute of North America - Both visual and instru-
mental aurora programs were started during the month; the spectrograph was put
in operation on the 9th and the all-sky camera on the 27th. The visual program
was begun on the 10th and the first auroral display was seen on the following
night. The Gartlein intensity meter is being used in this 'program. Five hundred
sixty-five visual reports of aurora were made showing the following conditions:

Condition

Aurora present
Clear sky and no aurora
Partial overcast and no aurora
Overcast sky

No* of Observations

96
81

146
242
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Cosmic Rays Uniyerpjty of California (Argentine observer) - Inter-
mittent failures occurred on the 2nd, 11th, 14th, 15th, 17th before locating
the trouble in the frequency stabilizer. Voltage and power frequency were
regularly checked thereafter to insure satisfactory performance of the counter.

server) - Soundings were lost at various times on the 10th, 14th, 15th,ltb
28th and 29th due to power failure and equipment problems. No films were
developed during the month as the photographic laboratory was being rebuilt.

VIZ, Dartmouth College (Arzenljne observer) The VIZ receiver op..
erated satisfactorily, though various interruptions occurred due to power
failure and equipment repair.

Hallett Station:

Açra. Arctic Institute of North America - No unusual lines were re-
corded on the visual spectrograph, but on several occasions rather strong 3914,
4278, 5577, 6300 and 6364 1 lines were obtained. Some difficulties were ex-.
perienced in the film processing on the 12th. The infrared spectrograph was
tested and installed by the end of the month. Due to a faulty film supply,
several days were lost trying to obtain a calibration spectra, but a sufficient
supply of old film remains for the winter, and this has been used to obtain the
calibration. The all-sky camera was secured 20 per cent of possible recording
time due to bad weather. Two per cent of the time was lost due to power fail-.
urea and other difficulties, and a further 17 per cent of the records were af -
fected by cloudy conditions. Aurora during the latter half of the month was
much less active than during April and early May, the most intense activity of
May being recorded on the 8th, 14th, 15th and 16th. A very thin violet band
running northwest to southeast reaching from one horizoz to the other has been
noted several times between 1500 and 1800 GMT.

The airglow photometer performed well and the difficulties with the
zero settings have been mainly eliminated. Recordings were obtained on thirteen
nights.

Cosmic Rays, University of Maryland (Arctic Institute Of North America
observer) - Malfunction of the building heater on the 25th interfered with sev-.
eral hours of neutron monitor records and additional records were lost because
of power failure. Modification of the scintillation counter continues.

Earth Currents (New Zealand program) - Measurements of earth currents
with three sea electrodes began on the 16th. No unusual activity was recorded.
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Geomagnetic activity was generally low, with disturbances occurring on the i
lowing days and hours, £IMT: 0200 on the 7th; 0900 on the 14th; 0800 on the
15th; 0800 on the 19th and 1200 on the 31st.

Ionosprio Abiorotion. Arctic institut of North America - Opera'
tions of the riameter continued to be difficult due to station interference
Noticeable absorption was recorded on three occasions concurreflt with magne
and auroral activity: 0800 on the 15th; 1045 on the 16th, and 1200 on the
318t, all times GIlT.

Ionostheric Soundjngs, National Bureau of Staria (New Zealand
observers) Varying ionosphere conditions were recorded during the month.
During the first week conditions were quiet with the ngit echo region pre"
for most hours near the end of the week, and disturbances prevalent during
set and sunrise hours. By aid-month conditions were disturbed during sunli,
hours, sometimes continuing through the night. Heavy spread echo interfere
with F criticals after the 15th. Conditions became more settled on the 20t]
though much spread echo rained in the F region. Extensive loss of record
occurred between the 27th and the and of the month due to a faulty camera all
ter.

Total absorption occurred on 5 hours. F region spread was presen
on 92 per cent of the scaleable hours with the last appearance of the F lay
stratification on the 23rd. The mean F2 criticalfrequency for April was
4.6 'mc, a significant drop from the levels of all previous months since Oc-
tober. E region sporadic was present on 18 per cent of the scaleable hours
the most common types being C, L and F.

VIZ, Stanford University (New Zealand observer) - Only minor equi
sent problems occurred. No tapes have yet been monitored.

McMurdo Statio:

Cosmic &Xe. Bartol Research Foundation Comparative meson
telescope data was taken at the two sites until the middle of the month who
the old station was closed. Processing of the overlap data is under way.

IonoeDheric Absorotion, Douglas Aircraft Co. - The 30-me riometer
operated well the whole month and several periods of unusually high signals
were recorded. The 10-me riometer is still not operating full time because
excessive electrical interference due to station activity.
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South Pole Station:

Aiuora. Arctic Ititute ofj4orth. America - The all-sky camera op-
erated satisfactorily though about 20 hours of data film were lost or were of
questionable value. The Nikor developing reel was abandoned in favor of the
Stieman type which offered more positive loading and equal quality of develop-
ment * Developed film indicated that a maximum of auroral activity occurs
around 0100 (GMT), with a second peak around 1200 (GMT). Periods of unusual
activity occurred between the 1st and 3rd, and the 8th and 15th of the month.
On the 10th, 11th, 13th and 14th, aurora occurred during every hour with the
brightest and most extensive displays occurring at midnight and noon. The
auroral heights cooperative program with Ellsworth Station was carried out by
simultaneous photography of auroras on a 15-minute schedule from 2200 to 0300 GMT
when conditions were favorable.

The patrol spectrograph operated with 108..minute exposures, commenc.
ing on the even hours. Examination of the films is not complete, but prominent
lines and bands in the twilight spectra, in I units, included 6563, 6364 9 63009
a doublet at 5893 with a line at approximately 5900, a doublet at 5577 with a
line at approximately 5590 1 and many other lines towards the blue end. Notable
absences included the 56709 56309 4861, and 3727 lines, while the 6707 line was
very weak.

The photometer program measuring intensities at 55779 5550 and 4661
operated unsatisfactorily due to electronics circuit problems.

Geomaznetism. Coa!ap%LGeodetic Survey - All equipment operated
normally and a full month of records was obtained. The values of the mean ab..
solute magnetic observations for April were:

declination	27033.6'
horizontal field	159891 ge
total field	599047 g.
dip	 74023.2'

Insulation and a false ceiling have been added to the absolute building.

IoflosDheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards - The riometer
operated satisfactorily without malfunctions.

ionospheric Soundings. National Bureau of Standards - The C_3 sounder
operated well. There was less blackout in May than in April. The median
values of F2 dropped slightly after the big decrease in April, presently rang..
ing between 2.5 and 4.0 mc with little evidence of diurnal curve. The sweep
occurring at 2 minutes past the hour was changed from high limiting normal gain
sweep to a normal limiting very high gain sweep in order to obtain more values
of critical frequencies during periods of high absorption.
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The ELF emissions obtained last month were scaled, and thedata relayed to
Byrd Station for correlation. Emissions were present on all records from
the 26th to the 27th of May. The VLF equipment operated satisfactorily,
though there are some problems with transients to the timer unit which
have not been completely eliminated.

Wilkes Station:

Many moonlit nights or nights with overcast sky rsu1
seen or recorded,

interesting magnetic disturbances were recorded during
from the 24th to the 25th was especially quiet.

very few aurora

Lan obeerver) - No
and the period

Ijoertheric Soundings. National Bureau of Standards (Australian oh..
server- The equipment operated well. Three hours of records were lost due
to an intermittent fault in the recording scope.

TJ. SCIENTISTS AT MREIGN STATIONS

The U.S. biologist at Mirnyy Station, Matthew Pryor, from tOhio State
University, visited the offshore islands four times during the early part of
the month for surface measurements and collection of samples for analysis at
the station. When time permits he plans to return by way of the nearby em-
peror penguin rookery. The colony has been shifting position daily but re-
mains in the sane general area.



23.662
24.225
23.085
Tr.
Tr.

NNE
23
61.0

1+7
30,266
5

30,722

29.234
30.12*
28.64*
0.08
1.2

S
17.8
44
5.4

10
10
11

14
21
16,501
3

18,238

29.092
29.617*
28.430*
0.31+
3,4

SS
5.4

76
5.1+

11
9
U

4
50
21,052
6

23,723
1
15,445

29 • 064
29.842*
28.607*
0.27
2.7

ENE
11.0
97
6.0
8

13
10

8
32
18,576

I

South Pole
-Station_

-59.1
-41.1
-71.1

20.062
20.305
19.770
0.03
0.3

5,0

35
3.3

13
U

7

4
54'
21,301

7

20,35].
1

Wilkes
Station

..17.6
- 3.9
-29.4

29.081+
29.832*
28.526*
o.64
6.4

EWE
8.8

81
6.8
2

16
13

4
54

27,485
5

27,853

TABlE I - CLIMAT FOR MAY. 1962
Byrd	Ellsworth	Hallett	McMurdo
Station	_Station_	Station	Station

-29.3	-32.9	-24.4	.22.9
-14.1	-14.2	- 6.1	-11.7
-50.3	-46.9	-37.2

I-a
¼)

Temperature, OC
Average
Highest
Lowest

Station Pressure
(inches)

Average
Highest
Lowest

Precipitation (inches)
Snowfall (inches)
Wind

Prevailing Direction
Average Speed (knots)
Fastest Mile (MPH)

Average Sky Cover
No. clear days
No. partially cloudy
No. cloudy

No. Days with visibility
less than 1/4 mile

No. of Radiosondes,
Avg. Height of Radiosondes
No. of RadiometersondesX
Avg. Height of
Radiometersondea

No. of Ozonesondes
Avg. Height of Ozonesondes

All figures above have been taken from radio messages and are unconfirmed.
* Sea-level Pressure

North defined along 00 Greenwich
x Radiometersonde flights taken replaced scheduled

radiosonde flights, in addition to furnishing
special radiation data.
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